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Abstract

PETERS, Florian. Neoliberal Takeover? How the Social History of Economic Ideas 
Contributes to Historicising Post-socialist Transformations.

Current historiography on the post-socialist transformation of East Central Europe 
is broadly dominated by antagonistic master narratives such as “return to Europe” 
or “neoliberal takeover.” In order to overcome these well-entrenched interpreta-
tions stemming from intellectual or political history, this contribution proposes 
another approach to historicising post-socialist transformations: a social history of 
economic ideas. Focussing on Poland, it makes the case for investigating the in-
terplay between market-oriented ideas adopted by economists and intellectuals 
on the one hand, and the mundane practical experiences of markets and private 
economy that spurred their broader social acceptance on the other hand. This per-
spective helps to understand how neoliberal ideas have been recast and incorpo-
rated into the seemingly adverse legacy of the Solidarność movement during the 
late 1980s. Bringing together both intellectual and social drivers of change, this 
approach offers insights capable of revising narrowly intellectual or political in-
terpretations of the sweeping transformation taking place before and after 1989.

One generation after 1989, the post-socialist transformations 
of East-Central Europe are turning history. As archival doc-

uments become accessible, the intertwined processes of economic, po-
litical and social extrication from state-socialism—the subject of social 
scientists’ study for decades—are attracting more and more scholarly 
attention from contemporary historians. Yet, this emergent historiog-
raphy of the post-socialist transformations remains broadly dominated 
by competing master narratives stemming from prominent eyewitness 
judgements and politicised public discourse. Academic historians who 
have hitherto tackled the subject have predominantly focussed on polit-
ical history and tended to neglect the social and economic dimensions 
of transformation.1 This article discusses the contributions of intellec-
tual history to the current historiographical state of the art, and calls for 
a social history of economic ideas as a way to overcome existing short-
comings. The possible benefits of this approach are exemplified later by 
outlining a few insights from prior research focussed on Poland.

1  With regard to Polish research see PRZEPERSKI, Michał – WICENTY, Daniel. 
Nie tylko historia polityczna. Postulaty badawcze dotyczące badania transformacji 
ustrojowej. In Komunizm. System ludzie dokumentacja, 2019, vol. 8, pp. 5–12.
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Civil society luminaries facing the henchmen of global neoliberalism 
Until now, two antagonistic tales of post-socialist transformations have 

been on offer.2 Liberals tell a story of success beginning with the dissident and 
opposition movements, whom they portray as vanguard prophets of human 
rights until finally joined by civil society at large. Then, in autumn 1989, bot-
tom-up resistance against communist rule gave birth to a wave of peaceful rev-
olutions across the region, which in turn opened the door for a collective—and 
ultimately successful—thrust towards a “return to Europe”. If economic and so-
cial hardships are mentioned at all, such difficulties are justified as the inevita-
ble price that had to be paid for the swift establishment of the new order. In this 
account, democracy and capitalism are basically seen as two sides of the same 
coin, and are believed to deliver wealth for everyone, if only in the long run. 

Meanwhile, right-wing revisionists accuse the left-liberal faction of the 
dissident movement as traitors to the cause of the anti-communist revolution, 
blaming them for the decision to compromise with “the reds” and co-opt the 
latter to the common endeavour of “building capitalism” instead of crushing 
them once for all. This line of reasoning is arguably strongest in countries like 
Poland and Hungary, where the 1989 breakthrough had indeed been negoti-
ated or even to a certain extent “regulated”. Still, the notion of an “unfinished 
revolution” has become a favourite slogan for right-wing populists across the 
region. The economic aspect of transformation plays a more prominent role in 
these revisionist accounts, as their proponents strive to capitalise politically on 
accusations of excessive tolerance by the liberal post-transformation elites for 
asset-stripping by former communist directors and for selling out state-owned 
assets to foreigners.3 

In spite of the obvious political edge to these two mutually exclusive nar-
ratives, intellectual history has played a more substantial role in supporting 
them than it may appear at first sight, in fact providing crucial building blocks 
for both the liberal master-narrative and its right-wing alternative. Namely, by 
focusing attention on the intellectual trajectories of “dissident celebrities”, such 
as Václav Havel, György Konrád, or Adam Michnik, intellectual historians have 
contributed considerably to elevating these dissidents to key figures in the lib-
eral transition story, while neglecting the social and political heterogeneity of 

2  See also: PETERS, Florian. “Nach 1989 wurde nur die Dekoration geändert”. Polens postsozial-
istische Transformation und der Kampf um ihre Deutung. In GANZENMÜLLER, Jörg (ed.) Die 
revolutionären Umbrüche in Europa 1989/91. Deutungen und Repräsentationen. Köln : Böhlau, 
2021, pp. 237–264; PETERS, Florian. Shock Therapy Mythologies: Contested Memories of Po-
land’s Balcerowicz Plan. In WAWRZYNIAK, Joanna – PEHE, Veronika (eds.) Remembering the 
Neoliberal Turn: Economic Change and Collective Memory in Eastern Europe after 1989. London : 
Routledge, 2023, pp. 21–38.

3  DUDEK, Antoni. Reglamentowana Rewolucja. Rozkład dyktatury komunistycznej w Polsce 1988–
1990. Kraków : Arcana, 2004; MARK, James. The Unfinished Revolution: Making Sense of the 
Communist Past in Central-Eastern Europe. New Haven : Yale University Press, 2010.
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the opposition movements in East-Central Europe.4 By idealising Eastern Eu-
ropean “civil society” as a pure emanation of noble “anti-politics”, scholarship 
mistook the most visible expression of opposition action—texts circulating in 
samizdat prints—for its substance and privileged the political impact of ideas 
over practices, both individual and collective. Perceiving anti-communist op-
position primarily within the framework of transnational human rights talk 
and glossing over its deep engagement with religious culture or the national 
politics of history, Western scholars closed their eyes to the less enchanting—in 
their view—national, economic and social roots of popular resistance to the 
late communist regimes in East Central Europe.5 The selectiveness of contem-
porary Western perceptions of Eastern European dissident intellectuals had in 
fact been essential in crafting and reinforcing the latter’s prominent discursive 
position at home.6 In a similar way, intellectual historians of dissent who fol-
lowed this trail further after 1989 proved instrumental in attesting to the plau-
sibility of the triumphalist “return to Europe” story. Instead of acknowledging 
the multi-facetted social and economic dynamics that drove the revolutions of 
1989, they preferred to celebrate the uprising as the miraculous outcome of “the 
revolt and the revival of the independent mind.”7 

It soon turned out, however, that those on the political right who opposed 
this view found important—if improbable—allies in the field of transnational 
intellectual history too. Their counter-narrative, which pictured the post-so-
cialist transformation of Eastern Europe as a neo-colonial takeover by Western 
capitalists with the assistance of a few domestic henchmen, resonated surpris-
ingly well with scholarship devoted to the intellectual origins of neoliberalism 
and its rise to global hegemony from the late 1970s. Although scholars of ne-
oliberalism have typically perceived their own work as a critical, left-wing en-
deavour, the way they conceptualised the shift towards neoliberalism in the 
West evidently fit the political outlook of their right-wing counterparts in East 
Central Europe. The main reason behind this improbable congruence seems 
to be that much of the academic debate on neoliberalism ultimately gravitates 
towards “an ideas-centred conception of social order and change”, and places 
dependency relations between the powerful capitalist centre and the periph-
eries in the foreground.8 Searching for concrete, traceable concepts governing 
4  Barbara Falk managed to both write a compelling, but largely intellectual, history of dissident 

luminaries and to reflect critically about the limits of this approach: FALK, Barbara J. The Dilem-
mas of Dissidence in East-Central Europe: Citizen Intellectuals and Philosopher Kings. Budapest; 
New York : Central European University Press, 2003; FALK, Barbara J. Resistance and Dissent in 
Central and Eastern Europe: An Emerging Historiography. In East European Politics and Societ-
ies, 2011, vol. 25, no. 2, pp. 318–360, esp. 342–347.

5  See KOPEČEK, Michal. Human Rights Facing a National Past: Dissident “Civic Patriotism” and 
the Return of History in East Central Europe, 1968–1989. In Geschichte und Gesellschaft, 2012, 
vol. 38, no. 4, pp. 573–602; PETERS, Florian. Revolution der Erinnerung: Der Zweite Weltkrieg in 
der Geschichtskultur des spätsozialistischen Polen. Berlin : Ch. Links, 2016. 

6  On the interplay between Western projections and the discursive position of Eastern European 
dissidents see SZULECKI, Kacper. Dissidents in Communist Central Europe: Human Rights and 
the Emergence of New Transnational Actors. Cham : Palgrave Macmillan, 2019.

7  TISMANEANU, Vladimir. Rethinking 1989. In TISMANEANU, Vladimir – IACOB, Bogdan C. 
(eds.). The End and the Beginning: The Revolutions of 1989 and the Resurgence of History. Buda-
pest; New York : Central European University Press, 2012, pp. 15–32, here p. 20.

8  ALIGICĂ, Paul Dragoș – EVANS, Anthony John. The neoliberal revolution in Eastern Europe: 
Economic ideas in the transition from Communism. Cheltenham; Northampton : Edward Elgar, 
2009, p. 4.
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the forces of expansion of global capitalism, scholars have conceptualised neo-
liberalism as a set of economic and political ideas that originally developed in 
capitalist centres and would then “travel” or be disseminated to more remote 
parts of the world. More sophisticated variations of this diffusionist approach 
conceive of neoliberal ideas as products of transnational “thought collectives” 
that succeeded in strategic agenda-setting by placing ideological companions 
in key positions of intellectual power around the world.9 While scholars like 
Cornel Ban have emphasised the crucial role of “embedding” global neoliber-
alism into local institutional contexts by way of the translation and adaptation 
of ideas,10 the main strand of neoliberalism studies has provided plenty of argu-
ments for framing the profound social and economic changes in post-socialist 
Eastern Europe as a hostile takeover from outside. Referring to the “Washing-
ton Consensus” of international financial institutions as a code word for the 
self-interested forces of “neoliberal hegemony” and pointing to the stream of 
fly-in-consultants who came to the region in order to instruct local elites how 
to “build capitalism”, critics of neoliberal transformation found it easy to extend 
the “Road from Mont Pèlerin” straight into the Marriott hotels of early 1990s 
Warsaw, Prague or Budapest.11 

Bringing in vernacular imaginaries and experiences
As intellectual history approaches to dissident civil society and neoliberal-

ism have become closely attached to well-entrenched master narratives of the 
post-socialist transformations, it is necessary to go beyond such elite-centred 
approaches in order to overcome the pitfalls of politicised memory. The ideas 
discussed by dissident thinkers and highbrow oppositionists, or by neoliberal 
economists and Western consultants for that matter, were certainly influential 
for the direction taken by the post-socialist countries. Though, they did not 
owe this influence to their intellectual lucidity or plausibility alone. In fact, it 
still remains murky how exactly neoliberal ideas gained political traction in 
the course of such rapid transformation. Even if we consider a certain degree 
of top-down imposition legitimised by the notion of politics of exception—as 
was openly claimed by Leszek Balcerowicz, among others12—as well as signif-
icant pressure from foreign creditors, especially in the case of highly-indebted 
countries such as Poland or Hungary, this is only one side of the story. Cap-
italism was evidently not introduced in East-Central Europe against the will 

9  MIROWSKI, Philip. Never Let a Serious Crisis Go to Waste: How Neoliberalism Survived the Fi-
nancial Meltdown. London; New York : Verso, 2013, pp. 37–50; PLEHWE, Dieter. Looking Back 
to the Future of Neoliberalism Studies. In SLOBODIAN, Quinn – PLEHWE, Dieter (eds.) Mar-
ket Civilizations: Neoliberals East and South. New York : Zone Books, 2022, pp. 333–352. 

10  BAN, Cornel. Ruling Ideas: How Global Neoliberalism Goes Local. New York : Oxford University 
Press, 2016.

11  MIROWSKI, Philip – PLEHWE, Dieter (eds.) The Road from Mont Pèlerin: The Making of the 
Neoliberal Thought Collective. Cambridge, MA : Harvard University Press, 2009; WEDEL, Janine 
R. Collision and Collusion: The Strange Case of Western Aid to Eastern Europe 1989–1998. Bas-
ingstoke : Macmillan, 1998; KIEŻUN, Witold. Patologia transformacji. Warszawa : Poltext, 2012.

12  BALCEROWICZ, Leszek. Socialism, Capitalism, Transformation. Budapest; New York : Central 
European University Press, 1995, pp. 160–163; see also WCIŚLIK, Piotr. Dissident Legacies of 
Samizdat Social Media Activism: Unlicensed Print Culture in Poland 1976–1990. London; New 
York : Routledge, 2021, pp. 183–203.
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of the majority of the people, but with considerable—albeit nuanced—social 
support. The deep-seated disappointment with the economic performance of 
late socialist planned economies boosted popular expectations for a better life 
in the future market order.13 These hopes were more mundane and certainly 
less sophisticated than dissidents’ debates about political—or even “anti-po-
litical”—freedom, or economists’ ideas about monetary stabilisation and mar-
ket forces. The point here is that popular imaginaries of capitalism, and of the 
economy broadly conceived, played a crucial role in making those more so-
phisticated ideas socially attractive and politically viable. Therefore, in order 
to move towards a differentiated historicisation of the transformation period, 
more attention should be devoted to what could be called the “social history of 
economic ideas.”14 

As more recent research on political dissent has emphasized, intellectual 
elites did not operate in a social vacuum, but owed their capability to promote 
certain ideas and discourse to their social embeddedness in dissident commu-
nities of varying size and status. While Jonathan Bolton’s pioneering inquiry 
into the social “worlds of dissent” remained close to the circles of the most 
prominent Prague dissidents,15 Piotr Wciślik has made the point to consider the 
broader activist communities built through samizdat media practices a major 
driving force of oppositional meaning-making.16 With regard to Poland, where 
underground publishing reached unequalled levels of professionalism and la-
bour division, Mateusz Fałkowski has more specifically highlighted the impact 
of everyday market practices on the activists in the independent publishing 
movement.17 However, his suggestion to interpret such mundane market-re-
lated practices as a prefiguration of the broader turn of the Polish opposition 
towards liberal market thinking in the late 1980s has been hardly followed up 
on as of yet. A continued reluctance by scholars to engage more intensively with 
the economic side of oppositionists’ life-worlds and meaning-making appar-
ently reflects the sceptical distance towards money issues expressed by many 
contemporary opposition activists. It may as well stem from a certain uneasi-
ness to scrutinise the conflicts aroused by the stream of Western financial aid 

13  For Eastern Germany see RICHTER, Michael. Die Friedliche Revolution: Aufbruch zur Demo-
kratie in Sachsen 1989/90, vol. 1. Göttingen : Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2009, pp. 174–178, 433f.; 
MÜLLER, Birgit. Die Entzauberung der Marktwirtschaft. Ethnologische Untersuchungen in ost-
deutschen Betrieben. Frankfurt/Main : Campus, 2002, pp. 18f., 133f.; for Poland GARDAWSKI, 
Juliusz. Poland’s Industrial Workers on the Return to Democracy and Market Economy. Warszawa  : 
Friedrich Ebert Foundation, 1996.

14  This notion is modelled after Anselm Doering-Manteuffel’s concept of “Gesellschaftsgeschichte 
handlungsleitender Ideen”, see DOERING-MANTEUFFEL, Anselm. Die deutsche Geschichte in 
den Zeitbögen des 20. Jahrhunderts. In Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte, 2014, vol. 62, no. 3, 
pp. 321–348, here p. 324.

15  BOLTON, Jonathan. Worlds of Dissent: Charter 77, the Plastic People of the Universe, and Czech 
Culture under Communism. Cambridge, MA : Harvard University Press, 2012. 

16  WCIŚLIK 2021. 
17  FAŁKOWSKI, Mateusz. A Social Movement and an Underground Market: Independent Publish-

ing and Its Logics of Action in Communist Poland, 1976–89. In ZLATKES, Gwido – SOWIŃSKI, 
Paweł – FRENKEL, Ann (eds.) Duplicator Underground: The Independent Publishing Industry in 
Communist Poland 1976–89. Bloomington, IN : Slavica, 2016, pp. 267–296.
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and its distribution among opposition groups.18 Be that as it may, there is a con-
siderable gap between the booming Polish research on the social embedded-
ness of opposition activism and the rising interest in the social and economic 
dimensions of transformation.19 

At the same time, intellectual historians approaching the economy under 
state socialism and post-socialism have begun to broaden their scope from the 
narrow focus on economic doctrines and academic debates typically applied 
by scholars with a disciplinary background in economics.20 Czech research by 
Michal Kopeček and others, who investigated the role of professional expert 
cultures in the transition from late socialism to post-socialism, can be regard-
ed as a forerunner of this more grounded strand of intellectual history.21 By 
focusing not on isolated ideas but on their embeddedness in professional mi-
lieus, the approach challenges the crucial impact attributed to fly-in consult-
ants from abroad and accentuates the role played by local experts in numerous 
dimensions of social transformation. In doing so, it calls into question the no-
tion of a unilateral neoliberal takeover. This change of perspective seems most 
appropriate in the Czech and Slovak cases, where foreign consultants indeed 
played a less prominent role than elsewhere. In a similar way, Tobias Rupp recht 
has traced the intellectual roots of neoliberal reform policies in post-Soviet 
Russia to home-grown circles of pro-market economists emerging in the late 
1980s.22 Yet by definition, these positions continue to focus on intellectual or 
professional elites without considering their interaction with ordinary people’s 
dreams and ideas a constitutive element of historical change. While masterfully 
analysing the scope and the dynamics of the neoliberal shift among elites, these 
approaches do not really bother with how the arrival of neoliberal—or simply 
capitalist—imaginaries was experienced by everyone else.

Drawing on the author’s research focusing on the turn towards market 
thinking and neoliberalism in Poland, the region’s pioneer in momentous mar-
ket-oriented social change since the late 1980s, the unexpected breakthrough of 
market ideas and the sweeping adoption of neoliberal capitalism cannot be fully 
understood from within a narrow focus on dissident intellectuals, professional 
economists, or negotiations by the late Jaruzelski regime with emissaries from 

18  For a nuanced approach to financial and economic issues in underground publishing, see PLATE, 
Silke. Widerstand mit Briefmarken: Die polnische Oppositionsbewegung und ihre Unabhängige 
Post in den 1980er Jahren. Paderborn : Schöningh, 2021, pp. 211–255; for a scandalising account 
of Western cash flows to the Polish opposition, see ZYZAK, Paweł. Efekt domina: Czy Ameryka 
obaliła komunizm w Polsce? Warszawa : Fronda PL, 2016.

19  For the first, see e.g.  OLASZEK, Jan. Trust in the Underground: The Case from the History of 
“Solidarity”. In East European Politics and Societies and Cultures, 2021, vol. 35, no. 3, pp. 703–727; 
for the latter, see PRZEPERSKI, Michał – WICENTY, Daniel (eds.) Transformacja ustrojowa w 
Polsce. Nowe perspektywy. Gdańsk; Warszawa : Instytut Pamięci Narodowej, 2022.

20  For recent examples, see KOVÁCS, János Mátyás (ed.) Populating No Man’s Land: Economic 
Concepts of Ownership under Communism. Lanham, MD : Lexington Books, 2018; WAGENER, 
Hans-Jürgen – TYMIŃSKI, Maciej – KORYŚ, Piotr. Sozialistische Ökonomie im Spannungsfeld 
der Modernisierung. Ein ideengeschichtlicher Vergleich DDR – Polen. Wiesbaden: Springer VS, 
2021; WEBER, Isabella. How China escaped Shock Therapy: The Market Reform Debate. London; 
New York : Routledge, 2021.

21  KOPEČEK, Michal (ed.) Architekti dlouhé změny: Expertní kořeny postsocialismu v Československu. 
Praha : Argo, 2019.

22  RUPPRECHT, Tobias. The Road from Snake Hill: The Genesis of Russian Neoliberalism. In SLO-
BODIAN – PLEHWE (eds.) 2022, pp. 109–138.
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the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. Rather, we need to scru-
tinize the social context in which neoliberal ideas adopted by some marginal 
groups of opposition activists in the early 1980s rose to prominence among 
both dissident and regime masterminds towards the end of the decade. In or-
der to understand how capitalism—with a neoliberal tint, indeed—won over 
the hearts and minds not only of elitist academic circles or IMF stooges, but 
a significant portion of Polish society it seems essential to explore the inter-
play between economic policy debates, popular economic imaginaries and the 
everyday economic practices and experiences of ordinary Poles in the decade 
preceding 1989. Only taken together do these dimensions add up to such shift-
ing in the interpretative framework of society that the scales finally tipped in 
favour of the broad (albeit passive) social acceptance of radical shock therapy 
implemented by the first post-Solidarność government in late 1989. 

Conceptually, this approach builds on insights from a lengthy debate in 
anthropology and economic sociology over the “embeddedness” of econom-
ic action, which has been pushed forward most prominently by Karl Polanyi’s 
The Great Transformation (1944) and Mark Granovetter’s influential article 
Economic Action and Social Structure (1985).23 On the epistemological level, 
as Christof Dejung has pointed out, this debate can be read as a “search for 
the economy” as such. At its core was an endeavour to recognise the func-
tional logic that constitutes the economy as a distinct sphere on the one hand, 
and to reflect on the haziness of the boundaries that delineate it from other 
fields of social action on the other.24 This conceptual reflection on the gist of 
economic action has obvious implications for economic ideas as well; to con-
ceive of economic action as constitutively embedded into the cultural order of 
modern capitalism entails thinking of economic ideas as intricately entangled 
with other notions relating to the social realm. What has been understood as 
economical in a given historical situation, and which theoretical or ideological 
categories have been employed to explain or to transform it, cannot merely be 
presumed on the basis of expert assumptions then, but needs to be empirically 
investigated with regard to the economy-related meaning-making of the broad-
er echelons of societies under scrutiny.25 

Understanding Poland’s winding road to neoliberal capitalism
In the case of Poland’s post-socialist transformation, the entanglement of 

economic, social and political ideas was a tricky problem indeed. Most no-

23  POLANYI, Karl. The Great Transformation. The Political and Economic Origins of Our Time. 
Boston : Beacon Press, 2001 (1st edition 1944); GRANOVETTER, Mark. Economic Action and 
Social Structure: The Problem of Embeddedness. In American Journal of Sociology, 1985, vol. 
91, no. 3, pp. 481–510; for a critical discussion of the reception of the concept in new economic 
sociology, see BECKERT, Jens. The Great Transformation of Embeddedness: Karl Polanyi and the 
New Economic Sociology. In HANN, Chris – HART, Keith (eds.) Market and Society: The Great 
Transformation today. Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 2009, pp. 38–55.

24  DEJUNG, Christof. Einbettung. In DEJUNG, Christof – DOMMANN, Monika – SPEICH 
CHASSÉ, Daniel (eds.) Auf der Suche nach der Ökonomie. Historische Annäherungen. Tübingen : 
Mohr Siebeck, 2014, pp. 47–71.

25  DEJUNG 2014, p. 67. 
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tably, neoliberal shock therapy was introduced with the explicit support of 
the Solidarność union movement—or it was at least shrouded by appealing to 
the myth of the 10-million-people mass movement of 1980–1981 by leading 
politicians from the former opposition camp.26 Therefore, any response to the 
question about the impact of neoliberal ideas on Poland’s post-socialist trans-
formation needs to consider the way neoliberalism was recast and incorporat-
ed into the seemingly adverse legacy of Solidarność, which had been founded 
on principled ideas of self-governance and bottom-up democracy in both the 
political and the economic spheres.27 At the same time, such an answer cannot 
ignore the marked shift in economic policies of the last communist govern-
ments, which should be recognized as significant preparatory steps towards 
the ensuing transformation. While “market socialism” remained the official 
buzzword of the day, local bureaucrats and party functionaries drew their own 
conclusions from everyday contact with private enterprises, the existence of 
which had been legally secured and encouraged by economic reforms during 
Martial Law. Towards the end of the decade, many members of the commu-
nist establishment did not hesitate to follow their own private interpretation 
of historical materialism and seized the opportunity to transgress the newly 
emerging demarcation between the political and the economical by engaging 
in profitable business themselves. Last but not least, the blatant contrast be-
tween living conditions under Western capitalism and Poland’s crisis-ridden 
state-socialism added an important transnational layer to the economic imag-
inaries vernacular. Popular expectations raised by the idealisation of Western 
consumerism certainly did not facilitate the communist government’s struggle 
to impose austerity on Polish society, which was demanded by Western credi-
tors as a precondition for granting desperately needed new financing.28 

Against this background, it might well be a challenging task to count the 
clandestine editions of Polish translations of Friedrich August Hayek’s and Mil-
ton Friedman’s writings in Poland’s underground press of the 1980s, let alone to 
estimate their print runs and effective audience. It is no less interesting to trace 
the unswerving publicist battles fought by solitary forerunners of neoliberalism 
like Stefan Kisielewski, a prominent journalist, or the eccentric Janusz Kor-
win-Mikke, founder and head of a liberal one-man underground publishing 
house in Warsaw.29 Korwin-Mikke’s journalistic writings even earned him suf-
ficient notoriety to garner an invitation to the annual meeting of the neoliberal 
Mont Pèlerin Society in 1986, though his participation did not seem to engender 

26  The supremacy of myth over the bottom-up social movement in the crucial moment of economic 
pathmaking in late 1989 and early 1990 has been emphasized by MODZELEWSKI, Karol. Za-
jeździmy kobyłę historii. Wyznania poobijanego jeźdźca. Warszawa : Iskry, 2013, pp. 400–401.

27  For a more detailed discussion of economic imaginaries inside the Solidarność movement, see 
PETERS, Florian. Von Solidarność zur Schocktherapie: Wie der Kapitalismus nach Polen kam. 
Berlin : Ch. Links, 2023, pp. 45–133.

28  BARTEL, Fritz. The Triumph of Broken Promises: The End of the Cold War and the Rise of Neolib-
eralism. Cambridge, MA : Harvard University Press, 2022, pp. 201–232.

29  For an insightful analysis of the samizdat publishing endeavours of Polish opposition liberals, 
see KNOCH, Konrad. Pisma liberalne drugiego obiegu w Polsce w latach 1979–1990. Warszawa : 
Instytut Pamięci Narodowej, 2015; for an intellectual history of the origins of post-socialist liber-
alism in Poland, see SZACKI, Jerzy. Liberalism after Communism. Budapest; New York : Central 
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a fruitful exchange of ideas. According to his mocking report in a right-wing 
underground journal, Korwin-Mikke was rather bored by the meeting in the 
picturesque spa of Saint-Vincent in the Italian Aosta Valley. In his view, the pro-
ceedings were held “in a completely socialist way”, with speakers talking about 
“the same stuff that everyone has already read anyway,” leaving little room for 
discussion due to largely agreed-upon opinions.30 Apart from a certain impact 
as door-openers for other, less pugnacious neoliberals, free-market extremists 
like Korwin-Mikke remained marginal figures in Polish politics, even after the 
former opposition took power in 1989. In fact, Korwin-Mikke was publicly 
endorsed by no less a prominent neoliberal than Milton Friedman in autumn 
1990,31 but even this recommendation did not help in garnering enough sup-
porters to register his candidacy in the ensuing presidential elections. Even so, 
he has maintained an active position in the libertarian margins of Polish poli-
tics until today.

It is therefore an even more promising challenge to investigate how notions 
of entrepreneurship, the market and private property trickled into the repertoire 
of oppositional thinking—through the subtle reshaping of the self-conceptions 
of former union activists who turned into independent publishers or became 
businessmen in the expanding private sector, for example. While Kisielewski 
and Korwin-Mikke chose to stay aloof and openly criticised Solidarność for its 
egalitarian collectivism, the more revealing stories are those of Kraków philos-
opher Mirosław Dzielski or the Gdańsk liberals group led by Donald Tusk and 
Janusz Lewandowski, who wholeheartedly engaged in the Solidarność move-
ment in 1980–1981, but returned or moved towards neoliberal positions dur-
ing Martial Law. Dzielski, who praised Hayek and Friedman as “probably the 
most outstanding of living economists” and “living classics of liberal thinking”, 
and even compiled a fictitious interview with Hayek for an ephemeral Kraków 
underground journal in early 1980,32 admitted that he was “put of his stride 
a little” by the overwhelming optimism of the collective upheaval of Solidar-
ność and revised his worldview for a certain time.33 Acting as the regional press 
spokesman of the union and as an advisor for the “Steelworkers Committee” in 
the Lenin Steelworks of Nowa Huta, Dzielski strove to animate what he called 
“a grassroots movement of people oriented towards positive economic activi-
ties”, albeit in the organisational wrap of workers’ cooperatives.34 After Martial 
Law, he distanced himself from the Solidarność mainstream and became the 
mastermind behind the “Kraków Industrial Society,” a semi-official club that 

30  KORWIN-MIKKE, Janusz. Saint-Vincente 1986. In Stańczyk, 1986, no. 4, pp. 19f.
31  Wolny prywatny rynek. Z prof. Miltonem Friedmanem rozmawia Beatrix A. Czerkawski specjal-

nie dla „N. Cz.“ In Najwyższy Czas, 6.10.1990, pp. 1, 3.
32  DZIELSKI, Mirosław. Okrakiem na barykadzie i co dalej? In 13 Grudnia, 1983, no. 3(18), pp. 2–5. 

Reprinted in DZIELSKI, Mirosław. Odrodzenie ducha – budowa wolności. Pisma zebrane. Kraków : 
Znak, 1995, pp. 725–729, here pp. 725f.; [DZIELSKI, Mirosław.] Rozmowa z prof. Friedrichem 
Hayekem. Rozmawia Barbara Jacobs. In Merkuryusz Krakowski i Światowy, 1980, no. 7, pp. 25–29. 
Reprinted in DZIELSKI 1995, pp. 712–714.

33  Robota w „bazie“. Wywiad z Mirosławiem Dzielskim, ekspertem Komitetu Robotniczego Hutni-
ków przy Hucie im. Lenina. In Universitas, 1981, no. 6, pp. 6–12, here p. 7. Reprinted in DZIEL-
SKI 1995, pp. 193–197. 

34  DZIELSKI, Mirosław et al. Program działania Komisji Robotniczej Hutników w dziedzinie spo-
łeczno-ekonomicznej – ruch spółdzielczy. Reprinted in DZIELSKI 1995, pp. 799–808, here p. 799.
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promoted small-scale private businessmen from the region and aspired to act 
as the first legitimate lobby group for the interests of emergent private busi-
ness in Poland. In the final year before his death in 1989, Dzielski lobbied for 
the establishment of a Chinese-inspired Special Economic Zone in Kraków. 
Although all of these initiatives met with considerable bureaucratic hurdles, 
they were quickly emulated in one way or another by the more agile part of the 
party establishment.35 Lewandowski, who would soon take office as Poland’s 
minister for privatisation, went through a similar itinerary in the course of the 
1980s. Starting his engagement as a young economic advisor to the Solidar-
ność-aligned workers’ self-management movement in 1981, he found himself 
collaborating with cooperative leaders and private businessmen in the Gdańsk 
region a few years later and eventually co-authored the first proposal for a 
comprehensive and swift privatisation of the Polish economy by handing out 
vouchers to the population in late 1988.36 

Both Dzielski and Lewandowski were, for different reasons, far from the 
influential circles of intellectuals and activists who debated and shaped the po-
litical strategy of the underground opposition movement. Nonetheless, their 
ideas gained social—and eventually political—traction because they resonated 
with the changing social reality experienced by more and more Poles during 
the 1980s. While the Jaruzelski regime proved unable and essentially unwill-
ing to initiate meaningful reforms in the state-owned economy and anxiously 
continued to block or control even the smallest attempts of bottom-up workers’ 
self-management, one door after the other was opened for the establishment of 
small- and medium-scale private business.37 This double strategy resulted in a 
boom of private trading and production that contrasted starkly with stagnancy 
and muddling-through in the shortage-ridden state factories, a contrast that 
left its marks on the popular economic consciousness. The 1980s saw a sub-
stantial change in popular attitudes towards marketplaces, illicit trading and 
working on one’s own account, which had all been regarded with considera-
ble scepticism before. Back in 1981, the communists had succeeded to counter 
their serious crisis of legitimacy by declaring a “war on speculation” and shuf-
fling off responsibility for the bleak economic situation to dubious profiteers 
in the ubiquitous black market.38 Similar manoeuvres to blame “speculators” 
for the shortcomings of the socialist economy grew increasingly implausible 
when many of the new private enterprises, especially the so-called Polonia 
firms supported by foreign capital, evidently worked more effectively than the 
state-owned companies. It was these practical experiences with an emergent 
market economy from below, in combination with the reform deadlock in the 
core sectors of the state-owned economy, that rendered neoliberal eulogies on 
the power of the market more and more plausible and attractive.39

35  PETERS 2023, pp. 313–320.
36  PETERS 2023, pp. 320–325; LUSZNIEWICZ, Jacek. Ewolucja koncepcji ekonomicznych libera-

łów gdańskich na łamach „Przeglądu Politycznego” w latach 1983–1989 (na tle ogólnopolskim). 
In Pamięć i Sprawiedliwość, 2008, no. 2, pp. 179–209.

37  GRALA, Dariusz. Reformy gospodarcze w PRL (1982–1989): Próba uratowania socjalizmu. War-
szawa : Trio, 2005.

38  KOCHANOWSKI, Jerzy. Through the Back Door: The Black Market in Poland 1944–1989. Frank-
furt/Main : Peter Lang, 2017, pp. 108–136.

39  PETERS 2023, pp. 224–242.
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Highlighting such an indirect, practice-based adoption of pro-market think-
ing in late socialist Poland also helps to explain why neoliberal policies gained 
ground in large part without active participation of outright neoliberals like Ko-
rwin-Mikke, Dzielski or even Lewandowski. Crucial steps towards a neoliberal 
agenda were taken rather by mainstream oppositionists, who remained rhetor-
ically loyal to the trade union legacy of the Solidarność movement, or by alert 
communist reformers like Mieczysław F. Rakowski and Mieczysław Wilczek, key 
figures of the last communist government who sought to capitalise politically on 
economic liberalisation. Even Leszek Balcerowicz, the main architect of Poland’s 
shock therapy, took the key office of Minister of Finance in the first post-com-
munist government not because of his neoliberal credentials but rather in spite 
of them. Tadeusz Mazowiecki, the Catholic intellectual turned Prime Minister in 
August 1989, preferred Balcerowicz over a group of neoliberal enthusiasts aligned 
around Jeffrey Sachs and Janusz Beksiak, because the purely theoretical macroe-
conomist, who was largely unknown outside academia then, appeared more re-
liable and reasonable to him.40 Although Balcerowicz turned out to be an ortho-
dox advocate of macroeconomic stabilisation through harsh austerity, his initial 
stance towards large-scale privatisation was comparably reluctant. Consequently, 
the privatisation of big state-owned industry, which had been pushed for by 
neoliberals as a key component of immediate market reform, was launched with 
considerable delay and emerged as a protracted and much-discussed process.41 
At least in Poland, there was no direct path for neoliberal ideas from intellectual 
deliberation into the centre of political decision-making. Rather, such thinking 
gained traction through a cumbersome detour via bottom-up market practices, 
filling the vacuum left by the implosion of ideological alternatives, such as “third 
way” market socialism or economic democracy. 

To emphasize bottom-up factors in the neoliberal tide that swept East-Cen-
tral Europe in the early 1990s does not imply negating the considerable impact 
of the “Washington Consensus” and the “Marriott brigades” of Western con-
sultants on policy-making and restructuring from the national level down to 
single factories. Sure, heavily indebted countries like Poland had little choice 
than to comply with the policy “recommendations” of the IMF. This does not 
constitute the whole explanation, though, since others—such as Czechoslova-
kia—chose similar paths of their own accord. Western consultants did provide 
basic know-how and certainly had a share in lending credibility to those who 
advocated neoliberal approaches to transformation. Still, neoliberal reforms 
did not gain essential legitimacy thanks to a few technical instructions by some 
background advisors, but because the practitioners of the private economy had 
prepared fertile ground for their broader acceptance, and because any possible 
alternatives had been effectively crushed, most visibly in Poland by means of 
military repression during Martial Law.

A social history of the economic ideas that were at the cradle of post-so-
cialist transformations in East-Central Europe will not, therefore, result in 

40  KOWALIK, Tadeusz. From Solidarity to Sellout: The Restoration of Capitalism in Poland. New 
York : Monthly Review Press, 2011, pp. 107–117. 

41  PETERS 2023, pp. 419–478.
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a complete revision of everything we know about the sweeping social, econom-
ic and political changes that took place across the region before and after 1989. 
It may, however, draw attention to important nuances that remain overlooked 
or underrated in the all too prevalent black-or-white narratives of these chang-
es. Such nuances are key for a more complete historiographical picture that ac-
knowledges both the intellectual and social dynamics at work and avoids sub-
scribing to the narrow intellectual or political interpretations of the recent past. 


